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Abstract for Senior Research:
'Non sum ego quifueram': The
Interaction of Desire and Identity in
Roman Elegy and the Problem Comedies
of Shakespeare
By Robyn Bowers

I am exploring the changing role of
Isis in Egyptian mythology

and her

relationship to the socio-political order. One
method of analyzing Isis' position in Egypt is
to examine the myths, religious rituals, and
political terms regarding kingship. Isis was
closely linked to her husband/brother Osiris
and their son, Horus, so I address their roles
in society as they reflect on Isis. Using a
historical framework, I discuss the nature of
myth, as well as the actual Egyptian myths,
and the theologies surrounding Egyptian
myths. It is then easier to interpret written
and pictorial references to Isis as someone
within

the religious

tradition

might

understand her position. This analysis will
begin as Egypt unites under one pharaoh
and through the Roman period, as Isis
remained an important goddess.

Her role

fluctuated within a changing

society,

especially as politics were increasingly
governed by the Western world. Egyptian
mythology was the basis for both political
and religious ideology, and Isis was
ultimately central to this matrix. There is
little research regarding the role of Isis, and
other Egyptian goddesses, compared to the
analyses of gods such as Osiris and Horus.
This

paper

will

strengthen

our

understanding of the continuing role of the
goddess in ancient Egypt.

This project is governed by a single
idea: that desire for another is signaled by
shifts in one's identity. Beginning with the
poetry of Catullus and Propertius, a
paradigm of how the lover reacts to love is
built. From that point, the paper progresses
through four more chapters; the paradigm is
applied to Ovid's Metamorphoses, Vergil's
Aeneid, and Shakespeare's All's Well That
Ends Well, Measure for Measure, and Troilus
and Cressida. Chapters include close textual
analysis of primary sources as well as
consideration of recent scholarly criticism,
most notably of the feminist variety.
Questions of self-image and subjectivity are
posed throughout the paper as they relate to
particular sources. At its best, the paper
reveals that there is a universal quality to the
experience of love, one that transcends
language and historical eras as well as our
own biases.

